
Motivations:

 Individuals may conform to the majority even if it goes against their own beliefs.

 Conformity Behavior does NOT necessarily reflect User Interest.

 Conformity Behavior is NOT necessarily a Negative Factor.

 Conformity Bias is NOT necessarily equivalent to Popularity Bias.

 Interest and Conformity can be dynamically transformed into each other.
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INTRODUCTION

TEMPORAL CONFORMITY-AWARE HAWKES NETWORK 

𝜆𝜆𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 = 𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 + �
𝑣𝑣∈𝑈𝑈

𝛼𝛼𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣 𝑡𝑡 𝜅𝜅𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣 Δ𝑡𝑡 + �
𝑖𝑖′∈𝐼𝐼

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖′ 𝑡𝑡 𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖′ Δ𝑡𝑡

Preference of user 𝒖𝒖 on item 𝒊𝒊:

Self-interest 𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 :
The base intensity of user 𝑢𝑢’s preference on item 𝑖𝑖 is determined by her intrinsic interest.
Solution: Capturing users’ temporal attention given their own interaction history.

Attention

𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡

Normative Conformity 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖′ 𝑡𝑡 𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖′ 𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡 :
Normative conformity reflects the aggregated preference on recently popular items.
Solution: Capturing users’ temporal attention on recent popular items.

Attention

𝛼𝛼𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 𝜅𝜅𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣 Δ𝑡𝑡

Informational Conformity 𝛼𝛼𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 𝜅𝜅𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣 Δ𝑡𝑡 :
Informational conformity reflects the aggregated preferences of other like-minded users.
Solution: Modeling the propagation of influence between users in an interaction graph.

𝛼𝛼𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 𝜅𝜅𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣 Δ𝑡𝑡

 𝑣𝑣 → 𝑢𝑢 if 𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢 > 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣
 𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣,𝑢𝑢 = 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑣,𝑢𝑢 𝜅𝜅𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣 Δ𝑡𝑡

⋯

Decision-making

 Decision = 
 User interest + 
 Conformity behavior 

Conformity Behavior

 Informational Conformity
- Lack of relevant knowledge

 Normative Conformity
- Fear of isolation/missing out

 Conformity Modeling
 Interest/Conformity Evolution
 Recommendation Generation

Recommendations

A

B

C

A: buy the hat due to her self-interest
B: buy the hat due to informational conformity
C: buy the hat due to normative conformity

DECISION-MAKING

 Identify two flavors of conformity behavior
- Informational Conformity
- Normative Conformity

 Utilize conformity signal to generate personalized 
recommendations

 Balance accuracy and diversity of recommendations
 Fairly benefit various user groups

CONCLUSIONS

EXPERIMENT RESULT

User Groups:
 Deep divers: who are less influenced by others
 Surfers: who prefer popular items and follow trends

Deep Divers                                                               SurfersUser Groups
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